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viruchithganesan@gmail.com

8098867773

Viruchith GA

1919102189

2023

Alumni Feedback Form on Curriculum(2019)
Sona College of Technology,Department of CSE gathers requirements from Stakeholders in the process of 
Revision of CSE Curriculum so as to match the needs of Industry Requirements and to make B.E CSE 
Graduates as Role Ready Engineers. Kindly mark your responses for the given Course.

Email Address *

Mobile Number *

Name *

Register Number *

Batch (Outgoing Year) *
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Fair

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

 Contribution of BE CSE curriculum to the knowledge required for your current position. *

The courses are well structured and placed in order for a visible improvement in performance *

Support from curriculum towards approaching real world problems and finding solutions *
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Support from syllabus in promoting lifelong learning and ethical practices

Extent of syllabus and associated activities to support team work and communication *

Support from curriculum to promote entrepreneurship skills
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Yes

No

Maybe

 Conduct of laboratory courses towards improving the programming and analytical skills * *

Contribution of BE CSE curriculum in getting campus placement *

Do you recognize the importance of Management papers (Organization Behaviour,
Businessprocesses, Reengineering etc) in your career?
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Low

1 2 3 4 5

High

Networking, OOP, OS

Electives

NA

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

Contribution of Final semester project to employability *

List the courses from the curriculum that are helpful for your career development (including
laboratory courses)

*

List of few courses that can be removed from the curriculum (With Reasons)

 List few course names that can be added specifically to match the latest industry trends

 Strengths of BE CSE curriculum *

 Weakness of BE CSE curriculum *

 Forms
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aakashkrishnan777@gmail.com

9003972445

Aakash K

1919102001

2023

Alumni Feedback Form on Curriculum(2019)
Sona College of Technology,Department of CSE gathers requirements from Stakeholders in the process of 
Revision of CSE Curriculum so as to match the needs of Industry Requirements and to make B.E CSE 
Graduates as Role Ready Engineers. Kindly mark your responses for the given Course.

Email Address *

Mobile Number *

Name *

Register Number *

Batch (Outgoing Year) *
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Fair

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

 Contribution of BE CSE curriculum to the knowledge required for your current position. *

The courses are well structured and placed in order for a visible improvement in performance *

Support from curriculum towards approaching real world problems and finding solutions *
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Support from syllabus in promoting lifelong learning and ethical practices

Extent of syllabus and associated activities to support team work and communication *

Support from curriculum to promote entrepreneurship skills
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Yes

No

Maybe

 Conduct of laboratory courses towards improving the programming and analytical skills * *

Contribution of BE CSE curriculum in getting campus placement *

Do you recognize the importance of Management papers (Organization Behaviour,
Businessprocesses, Reengineering etc) in your career?
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Low

1 2 3 4 5

High

Web development,cloud computing etc..

Nothing 

Data analytics, machine learning 

Course and workshops

Nothing

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

Contribution of Final semester project to employability *

List the courses from the curriculum that are helpful for your career development (including
laboratory courses)

*

List of few courses that can be removed from the curriculum (With Reasons)

 List few course names that can be added specifically to match the latest industry trends

 Strengths of BE CSE curriculum *

 Weakness of BE CSE curriculum *

 Forms
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arunkumarhari22@gmail.com

9585769175

ARUNKUMAR S

1919102020

2023

Alumni Feedback Form on Curriculum(2019)
Sona College of Technology,Department of CSE gathers requirements from Stakeholders in the process of 
Revision of CSE Curriculum so as to match the needs of Industry Requirements and to make B.E CSE 
Graduates as Role Ready Engineers. Kindly mark your responses for the given Course.

Email Address *

Mobile Number *

Name *

Register Number *

Batch (Outgoing Year) *
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Fair

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

 Contribution of BE CSE curriculum to the knowledge required for your current position. *

The courses are well structured and placed in order for a visible improvement in performance *

Support from curriculum towards approaching real world problems and finding solutions *
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Support from syllabus in promoting lifelong learning and ethical practices

Extent of syllabus and associated activities to support team work and communication *

Support from curriculum to promote entrepreneurship skills
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Yes

No

Maybe

 Conduct of laboratory courses towards improving the programming and analytical skills * *

Contribution of BE CSE curriculum in getting campus placement *

Do you recognize the importance of Management papers (Organization Behaviour,
Businessprocesses, Reengineering etc) in your career?
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Low

1 2 3 4 5

High

Python,C,Data structure,SQL,JAVA

Bachelor of Engineering (B.E.) in Computer Science and Engineering (CSE) curriculum boasts numerous 
strengths that equip students with a comprehensive understanding of computer science principles. The 
program focuses on practical programming skills, cultivating problem-solving abilities, and integrating 
industry-relevant technologies. Through project-based learning, students apply theoretical knowledge to 
real-world scenarios, enhancing their project management and teamwork skills. The curriculum also fosters 
networking opportunities with industry professionals, potentially leading to internships and job placements. 
Students can specialize in areas like AI, machine learning, and cybersecurity through elective courses. Soft 
skills development, interdisciplinary exposure, and research opportunities further enrich the learning 
experience. Graduates enjoy diverse global career prospects in an increasingly tech-driven world. It's 
essential to evaluate individual program offerings to ensure alignment with personal aspirations

Contribution of Final semester project to employability *

List the courses from the curriculum that are helpful for your career development (including
laboratory courses)

*

List of few courses that can be removed from the curriculum (With Reasons)

 List few course names that can be added specifically to match the latest industry trends

 Strengths of BE CSE curriculum *
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Certainly, a Bachelor of Engineering (B.E.) degree in Computer Science and Engineering (CSE) comes with 
its set of potential weaknesses. One notable drawback could be an outdated curriculum that fails to keep 
pace with rapidly evolving technology trends. This might leave graduates with knowledge that isn't aligned 
with the latest industry requirements. Additionally, a lack of hands-on practical experience and real-world 
projects during the degree can hinder graduates from applying their skills effectively in professional 
settings. Some programs might offer a generalized curriculum, restricting students' exposure to specialized 
areas within the field, potentially making them less prepared for roles requiring expertise in specific 
domains. Soft skills such as communication, teamwork, and problem-solving might also receive inadequate 
attention, leaving graduates less equipped for success in the workplace. Programs that lack strong industry 
ties could miss out on valuable opportunities for guest lectures, internships, and industry partnerships, 
preventing students from gaining valuable insights and connections. Moreover, certain programs might 
emphasize theory at the expense of practical problem-solving skills, leaving graduates ill-equipped to tackle 
real-world challenges. As technology rapidly evolves, traditional B.E. programs might struggle to keep up 
with emerging trends, creating a gap between what's taught and what's relevant in the field. It's important 
for students to carefully research and select a program that aligns with their goals while proactively seeking 
opportunities to bridge potential gaps with practical experiences and up-to-date skills.

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

 Weakness of BE CSE curriculum *

 Forms
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s.sindhuja002@gmail.com

9361443944

Sindhuja S

1919102153

2023

Alumni Feedback Form on Curriculum(2019)
Sona College of Technology,Department of CSE gathers requirements from Stakeholders in the process of 
Revision of CSE Curriculum so as to match the needs of Industry Requirements and to make B.E CSE 
Graduates as Role Ready Engineers. Kindly mark your responses for the given Course.

Email Address *

Mobile Number *

Name *

Register Number *

Batch (Outgoing Year) *
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Fair

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

 Contribution of BE CSE curriculum to the knowledge required for your current position. *

The courses are well structured and placed in order for a visible improvement in performance *

Support from curriculum towards approaching real world problems and finding solutions *
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Support from syllabus in promoting lifelong learning and ethical practices

Extent of syllabus and associated activities to support team work and communication *

Support from curriculum to promote entrepreneurship skills
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Yes

No

Maybe

 Conduct of laboratory courses towards improving the programming and analytical skills * *

Contribution of BE CSE curriculum in getting campus placement *

Do you recognize the importance of Management papers (Organization Behaviour,
Businessprocesses, Reengineering etc) in your career?
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Low

1 2 3 4 5

High

Java

Artificial intelligence

It's not  revelant to placement 

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

Contribution of Final semester project to employability *

List the courses from the curriculum that are helpful for your career development (including
laboratory courses)

*

List of few courses that can be removed from the curriculum (With Reasons)

 List few course names that can be added specifically to match the latest industry trends

 Strengths of BE CSE curriculum *

 Weakness of BE CSE curriculum *

 Forms
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SONA COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY:SALEM
{An Autonomous Institution)

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
ALUHNLEEEnRACK£QRM

We shall be thankful to you and appreciate you, if you spare some of your valuable time to fill-up this
feedback form and give us valuable suggestions for further improvements of teaching learning,
department and college. Your valuable inputs will be of great use to improve the quality our academic

of the coIIPrograms and enhance the credibii e

Nante of the Alumnus: S
ranch studied

LICgI11:Z!IU Batch
&

E mail ID
6

qMobile No

Current Employment/BusIness/HIgher Study DetaIls

Designation/Course:m pngOrganization: Th/al/s b aM
Place:

As a graduate of SONA HEeHANiCAL, Where do you place yourseJf on the follow}ng Attributes grid?
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How do you rate relevance of the courses in
relation to the program?
How do you rate the curriculum design and
syllabus prescribed for the programme?
How do you rate the sequence of the courses
included into the programs?
How do you rate the competencies in relation to
the course content?

How do you rate the sequence of the topics
placed in the course syllabus?
At what extent curriculum is matched to current
industry trends?
How do you rate the offering of the electives in
relation to the technological advancements?
How do you rate the depth and load of course
content including project work?
How do you rate the courses which are skills
related matching to the Industry included into
the programs?
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We shall be thankful to you and appreciate you, if you spare some of your valuable time to fill-up this
feedback form and give us valuable suggestions for further improvements of teaching learning,
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How' do you rate relevance of the courses in
relation to the program?
How do you rate the curriculum design and
sy#abt+s presertbed- for Me Fxogramrne?
How do you rate the sequence of the courses
included into the programs?
How do you rate the competencies in relation to
the course content?
nFio–ya=Fthe sequence ;f the lobics
placed in the course syllabus?
At what extent curriculum is matched to current
industry trends?
How do you rate the offering of the electives in
relation to the technological advancements?
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How do you rate the courses which are skills
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We shall be thankful to you and appreciate you, if you spare some of your valuable time to fill-up this
feedback form and give us valuable suggestions for further improvements of teaching learning,
department and college. Your valuable inputs will be of great use to improve the quality our academic
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How do you rate relevance of the courses in
relation to the program?
How do you rate the curriculum design and
syllabus prescrIbed for the programme?
How do you rate the sequence of the courses
included into the programs?
How do you rate the competencies in relation to
the course content?
sequence of the topics
placed in the course syllabus?
At what extent curriculum is matched to current
industry trends?
How do you rate the offering of the electives in
relation to the technological advancements?
How do you rate the depth and load of course
content including project work?
I skills
related matching to the Industry included into
the programs?
How best the curriculum and courses helps you
to Improve your inter and intrapersonat skills?
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